We study the effects of smooth inhomogeneities at first-order transitions. We show that a temperature gradient at a thermally-driven first-order transition gives rise to nontrivial universal scaling behaviors with respect to the length scale lt of the variation of the local temperature Tx. We propose a scaling ansatz to describe the crossover region at the surface where Tx = Tc, where the typical discontinuities of a first-order transition are smoothed out.
The theory of phase transitions [1, 2] generally applies to homogenous systems. However, homogeneity is often an ideal limit of experimental conditions. Inhomogeneous conditions may significantly affect the experimental data at the phase transitions, requiring an understanding of their effects for a correct interpretation. In particular, they generally smooth out the singularities of the thermodynamic quantities at phase transitions. Notable examples are the gravity effects in experimental studies of fluids [3] , in particular at the superfluid transition in 4 He systems [4] , the external confining forces in cold atom experiments [5] , and the intrinsic space-time inhomogeneity of the quark-gluon plasma formation in heavy-ion collisions [6, 7] . However, inhomogeneity effects should not only be considered as a drawback of the experimental setup, but they may also give rise to interesting peculiar phenomena at phase transitions.
In the presence of smooth inhomogeneities, we may simultaneously observe different phases at different space regions; for example experiments of cold atoms in optical lattices show the simultaneous presence of Mott incompressible and superfluid phases in different regions of the inhomogeneous harmonic trap [5] . In noncritical regimes, away from phase transitions when correlations do not develop long length scales, inhomogeneity effects may be effectively taken into account by local-equilibrium approximations (LEA), assuming a local equilibrium analogous to that of the homogenous system at the same thermodynamic parameters. An example is the local-density approximation widely used to study particle systems with an effective space-dependent chemical potential [5] . At continuous (classical or quantum) transitions, where correlations develop large large length scales, LEA cannot provide a satisfactory description. The critical modes get significantly distorted by the inhomogeneous conditions, which give generally rise to a further length scale ℓ. However, for sufficiently smooth inhomogeneities we may still observe a peculiar universal scaling with respect to their length scale ℓ, controlled by the universality class of the transition of the homogeneous system [8] .
In this paper we study the effects of smooth inhomogeneities at first-order transitions, for which little is known. First-order transitions do not develop diverging length scales in the thermodynamic limit, thus one may naively expect trivial behaviors under smooth inhomogeneous conditions, describable by LEA. Instead, as we shall see, a nontrivial scaling behavior arises even at first-order transitions, quite similar to that expected at continuous transitions, and controlled by universal critical exponents. In particular, a temperature gradient at a thermal first-order transition gives rise to a nontrivial scaling behavior with respect to its length scale l t ∼ |∇ x T x | −1 . This phenomenon shows some analogies with the nontrivial finite-size scaling (FSS) of homogenous systems at first-order transitions, which turns out to be analogous to that at continuous transitions, with extreme values of the renormalization-group (RG) dimensions of the thermal and external-field perturbations [9] [10] [11] , i.e. y t = y h = d.
For the sake of demonstration, as simple statistical models undergoing first-order transitions, we consider the two-dimensional (2D) q-state Potts models for which several exact results are known, such as the critical temperature, the latent heat, etc. [12] We consider inhomogenous Potts models defined by the partition function
where r i are the sites of a square lattice, s ri are integer variables 1 ≤ s ri ≤ q, δ(a, b) = 1 if a = b and zero otherwise, andμ denotes the unit vectors along the x and y directions with positive and negative versus. We assume that J r depends on the position, thus mimicking an effective space-dependent inverse temperature J r = T −1 r . In the homogenous case, i.e. J r ≡ J, the square-lattice Potts model undergoes a phase transition at [13] 
, which is continuous for q ≤ 4 and first order for q > 4. For q = 2 the Potts model becomes equivalent to the Ising model. At large q the first-order transitions becomes stronger and stronger, with an increasing latent heat.
In our study we consider anisotropic lattices with −L x −1 ≤ x ≤ L x +1 and 1 ≤ y ≤ L y , and assume translation invariance along the y direction, thus J r ≡ J x . We consider a simple power-law space dependence: (2) so that T x = T c at the x = 0 line, where ∆T x ≡ T x − T c changes sign passing from the high-T disordered phase for x > 0 to the low-T ordered phase for x < 0. l t provides the length scale of the space variation of T x : with increasing l t , the variation of T x gets slower and slower. Of course, the most interesting case is the linear variation (p = 1) with a nonzero gradient at x = 0; we consider also generic p > 1 to crosscheck the theoretical predictions. We choose periodic boundary conditions along y, and set s −Lx−1,y = 1 and T Lx+1 = ∞ (i.e. s Lx+1,y are purely random variables) [14] . We are interested in the infinitevolume limit so that only the length scale l t is left. Thus we choose L x and L y sufficiently large to make finite-size effects negligible in the region of interest, around x = 0 (this is possible because the space dependence of T x sets a finite length scale in the problem).
We want to understand what happens across the firstorder transition, around x = 0. For this purpose we consider the wall energy density and magnetization
In homogenous translationally-invariant systems e(x) and m(x) equal the half energy density E/2 ≡ H /(2JV ) and the magnetization M , respectively. We also consider wall-wall connected correlations
We present numerical results for q = 20, for which, beside T c , we exactly know the energy densities E [12] . Monte Carlo (MC) simulations of the model (1) are performed using a Metropolis algorithm to update the site variables, up to length scales l t = O(10 3 ) in the case p = 1, 2 of Eq. (2). We check the convergence of the results with respect to the lattice sizes L x and L y , so that all data around x = 0 that we present should be considered as infinite-volume results [15] . Figure 1 shows MC data for the wall energy density and magnetization in the case of a linear T x . For any l t they vary from the low-T (x < 0) to the high-T (x > 0) regimes, showing a crossover around x = 0. With increasing l t , the data appear to reconstruct the discontinuities of the first-order transition of the homogenous system. We first compare the MC results with a localtemperature approximation (LTA), which estimates e(x) and m(x) using the corresponding quantities E(T )/2 and M (T ) of the homogenous system in the thermodynamic limit, i.e.
and
Of course, e lta (x) and m lta (x) are not defined at x = 0, because they are discontinuous at T c . LTA is expected to provide a good approximation when T x varies smoothly, thus for large l t . Since E(T ) and M (T ) are not known for T = T c , we compute them by MC simulations of the homogenous system. These LTA results are also shown in Fig. 1 . The MC results show that e(x) and m(x) approach their LTA when we consider the limit l t → ∞ keeping the ratio x/l t fixed, i.e. at fixed T x . The convergence to LTA is fast far from x = 0, it becomes significantly slower when approaching x = 0, i.e. it is non uniform when |x| → 0. As we shall see, this reflects a hidden nontrivial scaling behavior which characterizes the crossover region around x = 0 in the smooth l t → ∞ limit, and requires
FIG. 2: (Color online) Scaling of m(x)
and Pm(0, x), defined in Eqs. (3) and (4) (6) and (8) . different rescalings of the distances from x = 0. This is a novel regime probing the mixed phase at first-order transitions, where e − < e(x) < e + (e ± ≡ E ± c /2) and 0 < m(x) < M − c . In order to construct a theory which allows us to predict the scaling behavior in this crossover region, we first outline the main features of the scaling behavior at continuous transitions in analogous conditions, such as the 2D Potts model (1) for q ≤ 4. We assume a standard continuous transition with two relevant parameters: t ≡ T /T c − 1 and h associated with an external field coupled to the order parameter. The critical behavior is determined by their RG dimensions: for a generic ddimensional system y t ≡ 1/ν and y h = (d + 2 − η)/2, where ν and η are the correlation-length and two-point function critical exponents [16] . For example, ν = 1 and η = 1/4 in the case of the 2D Ising model. In the presence of an effective T x varying as in Eq. (2), the behavior around the surface x = 0 where T x = T c can be inferred using scaling arguments such as those reported in Refs. [3, 8] . Some details of their derivation are reported in App. A. Extending to generic (d−1)-dimensional walls the definitions of the observables (3-4) , we obtain the large-l t asymptotic behaviors [17] 
The exponent θ tells us how to rescale the distances around x = 0 to get a nontrivial scaling behavior, thus implying that the length scale ξ of the critical modes behaves as ξ ∼ l θ t . The term e b (x/l t ) in the r.h.s. of Eq. (7) is a background contribution, like that appearing in homogenous systems [16, 18] . The approach to the asymptotic behaviors is characterized by O(l −θ t ) corrections with respect to the leading terms. Note that the above scaling behavior has some analogies with the FSS theory for homogenous systems of size L d [19] , with two main differences: the inhomogeneity due to the space-dependence of the external field, and the nontrivial power-law dependence of the correlation length ξ when increasing l t , instead of ξ ∼ L. Fig. 2 shows some results for q = 2 with a linear T x , i.e. p = 1 in Eq. (2). They definitely support the scaling behaviors predicted by Eqs. (6) and (8) . Other results for q = 2 are reported in App. A; in particular, e b in Eq. (7) turns out to coincide with the LTA of the energy density.
Let us now go back to first-order transitions, focussing on the crossover region around x = 0, see Fig. 1 . Our working hypothesis is that the analogy of the inhomogeneous scaling ansatz (6) and (7) with the FSS of the homogenous system may also extend to first-order transitions. Moreover, we recall that the FSS at a first-order transition turns out to be similar to that at continuous transitions, being characterized by extreme RG dimensions [10, 11] y t = y h = d (corresponding to ν = 1/d and η = 2 − d). Then, it is natural to conjecture that the crossover region around x = 0 at first-order transitions is also described by the scaling behavior at continuous transitions, replacing y t = y h = d in Eqs. (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) . This leads to the scaling behaviors Unlike Eq. (7), we do not expect background terms in the wall energy density due to the fact that its LTA does not take values between e − ≡ E − c /2 and e + ≡ E + c /2. Our scaling conjecture is quite general, i.e. it should apply to any first-order transition with the local temperature dependence (2), and in particular for a linear T x for which θ = 1/(d + 1). Moreover, we expect that the asymptotic behaviors are generally approached with O(l −θ t ) corrections with respect to the leading term.
In Figs. 3, 4 and 5 we show data for p = 1 and p = 2, for which θ = 1/3 and θ = 1/2 respectively. The data of the wall energy and magnetization and the ratios P e (0, x)/P e (0, 0) and P m (0, x)/P m (0, 0) clearly approach asymptotic curves when they are plotted versus x/l θ t , in agreement with the scaling behaviors predicted by Eqs. (11) (12) (13) . The approach of the data to the asymptotic behavior is also consistent with the expected O(l −θ t ) corrections, see App. B for more details. In particular, the data of e(x) support the relation e(0) = (e + + e − )/2 + O(l −θ t ), thus f e (0) = (e + + e − )/2. Note that a smooth matching with the asymptotic behavior at fixed x/l t , approaching LTA, requires f e (±∞) = e ± , which is also supported by the data, as shown by Figs. 3 and 5. Analogous results are also obtained for q = 10, whose latent heat is substantially smaller (∆ ≈ 0.696...): the exponents are the same, but the scaling functions in Eqs. (11) (12) differ quantitatively, as expected, although they appear qualitatively similar.
Note that these results imply that the curves for different values of l t cross each other around x = 0, as shown in Fig. 1 , and this crossing point approaches the line at T c . One may exploit this property to estimate T c when it is not known, using a linear T x (for which the line x = 0 is not particular) and looking at the crossing point of the wall energy density and magnetization data. The results are expected to approach T c with corrections corresponding to ∆T ≡ T − T c = O(l −1 t ). In conclusion we have shown that a temperature gradient induces nontrivial universal scaling behaviors at first-order transitions driven by the temperature, with respect to the length scale l t of its space variation. We propose a scaling ansatz to describe the crossover region at the surface where T x = T c , where the typical discontinuities of a first-order transition get smoothed out, and the system is effectively probing the mixed phase. This is obtained by extending the scaling ansatz of continuous transitions with the same inhomogeneity conditions to first-order transitions, using the peculiar RG dimensions y t = y h = d which have been already used to describe the FSS of homogenous systems at first-order transitions [10, 11] . We provide numerical evidence of such phenomenon in the case of the 2D Potts models, for a sufficiently large number of q-states to have first-order transitions. Comparing with analogous results at the 2D Ising transition, we note that the scaling behaviors induced by a smooth inhomogeneity at first-order transitions appear quite similar to that at continuous transitions.
Our approach is quite general, the results can be straightforwardly extended to other sources of inhomogeneities smoothing out the singularities of the transition. For example, an analogous scaling behavior is expected in the case the inhomogeneity arises from an external source coupled to the order parameter, [20] or when it entails a space-dependent density in particle systems, such as in cold atom experiments. We believe that these peculiar scaling effects of smooth inhomogeneities at first-order transitions should be observable in experiments of physical systems, requiring essentially the possibility of measuring local quantities and controlling/tuning the lengthscale of the inhomogeneity.
so (1 + ν) . Actually, this result is very general, i.e. it holds for any continuous transition, replacing the appropriate exponent ν. This RG scaling analysis leads to the following singular part of the free energy density
This is quite analogous to the scaling of particle systems in a inhomogeneous trap [8, 18] . Note that the above scaling behavior has some analogies with the FSS theory for homogenous systems of size L d [19] , with two main differences: the inhomogeneity due to the space-dependence of the external field, and the nontrivial power-law dependence of the correlation length ξ when increasing l t , instead of simply ξ ∼ L.
Then we consider generic observables defined within translationally-invariant walls with coordinate x along the direction where the temperature varies, such as the wall energy density and magnetization defined in Eq. (3). Their asymptotic scaling behaviors for large l t is expected to be
where y o is the RG dimension of the corresponding local operator O at the fixed point describing the critical behavior of the homogenous system. For example, the RG dimensions of the order parameter (magnetization) is y m = d − y h and that of the energy density is y e = d − y t [16] . Then for the particular observables (3-4) we obtain the asymptotic behaviors (6) (7) (8) (9) . Note that in some cases analytic backgrounds arise, beside the scaling behaviors [16, 18] , such as the case of the energy density, cf. Eq. (7). The approach to the asymptotic scaling behavior is characterized by relative O(l −θ t ) corrections, as argued in Ref. [18] for analogous issues.
In the following we focus on the 2D Ising model, which is equivalent to the q = 2 Potts model (1), with a linear temperature dependence on space, for which we have ν = 1, η = 1/4 and θ = 1/2. An analogous study for the quantum Ising chain was reported in Ref. [21] . We recall that continuous transitions occur also for q = 3, 4. Their critical exponents are ν = 5/6 and η = 4/15 for q = 3, ν = 2/3 and η = 1/4 for q = 4. Then, using Eq. (10) one may derive the corresponding θ exponent, e.g. we obtain respectively θ = 5/11 and θ = 2/5 for p = 1.
In Fig. 6 we show results for the wall energy density and magnetization. We compare these results with the corresponding local-temperature approximation (LTA), i.e.
where E Is (T ) and M Is (T ) are the energy density and magnetization of the homogenous system at the temperature T in the thermodynamic limit, which are exactly . In particular, in the case of the energy density the data converge to zero, thus implying fe(0) = 0, as also suggested by the numerical evidence that fe(x) is odd, see Fig. 7 .
known for the 2D Ising model [22] . Setting
the magnetization in the low-T phase reads
and the energy density
The LTA of the energy density and magnetization, cf. Eqs. (A9) and (A10), are expected to improve with increasing l t . An educated guess is that LTA provides their l t → ∞ limit keeping the ratio x/l t fixed. This is confirmed by the data shown in Fig. 6 : their convergence appears fast far from x = 0 coinciding with T c , but becomes slower when approaching x = 0. These larger deviations around x = 0 reflect the above-discussed scaling behavior characterized by the lenght scale l θ t , which sets in around x = 0.
The data shown in Fig. 2 nicely confirm the predictions for the magnetization and its correlation. Indeed the data rapidly approach an asympotic curve when they are plotted versus the ratio x/l θ t . Concerning the energy density we consider the subtracted quantity ∆e(x) ≡ e(x) − e lta (x/l t ).
(A15) We argue that
i.e. after subtracting the corresponding LTA only the nontrivial scaling part is left. This is shown by the MC data of the subtracted quantity (A15) shown in Fig. 7 . This allows us to write the wall energy density as e(x) ≈ e lta (x/l t ) + l −θye t f e (x/l θ t ).
Finally, we check the approach to the asymptotic behavior. Fig. 8 shows it for the wall energy density, magnetization and their correlations at x = 0, confirming the prediction that they are O(l In the presentation of the scaling Ansatz for the crossover region at a first-order transitions, we also argued that the approach to the asymptotic scaling behavior is characterized by O(l −θ t ) corrections, with θ = p/(d + p). A numerical evidence of this fact can be obtained by analyzing the large-l t behavior of MC data at fixed x/l θ t , and in particular at x = 0. In Figs. 9 and 10 we show data for the wall energy density and magnetization and the correlation P e (0, x) at x = 0, in the case of linear and quadratic dependence of the temperature respectively, i.e. p = 1 and p = 2, corresponding to θ = 1/3 and θ = 1/2 respectively. The inhomogeneous scaling behaviors (6) (7) (8) (9) predict that e(0) and m(0) go to a constant, while P e (0, 0) ∼ l θ . The data are clearly consistent with an O(l −θ t ) approach to the corresponding l t → ∞ limit. In particular, the energy density appears to converge to the value (e + + e − )/2, 
